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TnB Cnrsrs oF PoLITTcAL SpacB

Antonio Negrr

hen people use the notion of a "New World Order," they are bringing
into a single frame three powerful concepts: order, world-scale globali-

sittion and the newness of the relations established between them'
This new connectedness of "world" and "order" seems to constitute a nee

1,,tra?igm, in other words a new way of arranging political power and the phys-
ir:al space of the world. In order to understand this new coming-together, we

lherefore need first to think about these concepts - to establish what they used

t() mean, and what is the crisis of the former ways in which they were connect-
cd; and then we will need to penetrate to the originaliqr of the new connection,

i,nd its dynamics. At that moment we will perhaps be in a position to under-
stand the depth ofthe change that has taken place.

Let us begin with the concept of or?er. In the modern era, the concept of
social and political order is very close to the concept of dovereignty - a territo-
rial sovereigngl which only with the passage of time becomes "national sover-

cignt;z." Thus we need to examine the concept of sovereignqr and that of
national sovereignt;r separately.

The concept of sovereignfr is a concept ofa power that has nothing above

it. It is a secular conception of power, opposed to any notion of a power based

outside its own dynamic. It is thus an absolute quoa? titulum in reference to its
source. However, when one considers it in its exercise quoaO exercitiann the con-

t,ept of sovereignty is rather a singular concept. This in no sense diminishes its
character of absoluteness, but it is precisely in singulariqr that sovereignt;z is

cxercised. Modern sovereigngr is singularised by virtue of the fact that it is
cxercised over a territory, and in relation to a people or peoples. International
litw is founded on this singulariglTra gentiltm, or, better, the right of sovereigns,

which originally consisted in resolving conflicts between sovereign singularities
lry means of pacts. "By means of pacts," and thus a right that is absolutely
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rveakened, an exchange rather than a juridical contract or administration. But
the concept of sovereignt;z is not singularised only in relation to the exterior: it
is also singularised domestically, where it presents itself as a concept of legiti-
mation, or as a relation between power and its subjects. Oc better, as an inter-
relation with subjects. Modern sovereignqz may be a power which has nothing
above it, but it has a lot of things below it. In particular it has below it a space
(a territory) and a multitude (the citizenry). The legitimation, to put it in
Weberian terms, may take various forms (traditional, charismatic, Iegal/ration-
al); in all cases it is a relationship between sovereign and subjects - a rela-
tionship within which there exists jointly both the expression of authoriqr and
the obedience (and/or disobedience) of the subjects.

Thus a living and inhabited space is found at the basis of modern citizen-
ship. Order is the result of an activity of government which meets acceptance
and/or passivity among a given group of citizens over the extent of a territo-
ry. I. this perspective, sovereignt;z as order becomes a?mini,ttratbn; in other
words, sovereignty organises itself as a machinery of authority which extends
through and structures territory. Through the activity of administration, ter-
ritory is organised, and structures of authority are extended through it.
Increasingly within the dynamics of modern sovereignt;z, the connection
between administration and territory becomes intimate and full. The nature
of the economic regime (mercantilist or liberalist) matters little; the nature of
the political regime (absolutist, aristocratic or popular) also matters little.
Space finds itself absorbed into the scenarios of sovereignty in ways that are
increasingly coherent, and each particularity is structured by the whole in a
progressively irresistible manner.

It takes the concept of nation a while before it combines with that of sov-
ereignty. National sovereignt5r, at the start of the nineteenth century, was not in
opposition to sovereignfr; rather it perfected the modern concept of sovereign-
ty. It is a powerful specification of sovereignff, which exalts the connection
between sovereign and subjects, and at the same time the potency of the whole.
This double operation is possible because the nation state presents itself as a
self-sufficient cultural, ethnic and economic entiqr within which the spiritual
element overdetermines the sum of its determinations. The process of legitima)

(-tion is h;postasized in nature and./or in the spirit. Between Sieyes and Novdisf
d b"t*""r, Fichte and Mazzini, between Hegel and Hertzel, the concept of natiorf
/ spiritualises that of sovereignqr, and makes the space of sovereignql an absolutJ
(entity. In the concept of national sovereignt;r, territory and people are Iike two

attributes of one same substance, and government is the relation which conse-
crates this unigr. The modern concept of sovereignty, in its close relationship to
territory, is carried to extreme consequences.
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Modern politics - or again the sovereign - is thus a figure which assem-
lrlcs into an absolute different aspects of social life: a people, a territory, an
,ruthority. The concept of sovereign power becomes all the stronger as its aspects
,,re unified and overdetermined within the continuous historical development of
,',odern sovereignt5r. This process of absolutisation and intensification of rela-
lions is also at the root of the concept of ?enucratb,tovereignty. Democratic sov-
t'reignt;z integrates territory qua space of the life of a people. Legitimation, in this
,'ase, seeks to be dialectical. Administration becomes bio-politics. The Welfare
State, the dtat-prouEence andthe SoziaLttttat, are figures of perfected sovereigntSz,
in a progressive and uninterrupted continuiry which seems to complete the
;rnthropological process of the sedentarisation of hordes, to the point where it
,'onfigures within a given space the global time of social life.

So, from an external point of view, sovereignty is characterised by a
,,ronopoly of Iegitimate physical force; by the exclusive abiliqr to mint the social
norms of exchange for reproduction (money); by the singular structuring of the
lirrms of communication (national language, education system, etc); by the
rlemocratic (biopolitical) definition of legitimation. It is an absolute process of
trrritorinlitation.

Modern sovereign states have, in the course of the centuries of their hegemo-
ny, exported their absolute power outside of the territories they had originally inte-

6rated and moulded within the rules of domination. Imperialiarn (as also colonial-
ism) consisted of occupying zones of the world, and exploiting peoples to whom
was denied, by this means, the possibilit;r of acceding to territorial or national sov-
creignt;r. In the territories of imperialism, order, Iegitimation and administration
itre not auto-centred, but are functional to and dependent on the imperialist state.

Thus far we have posed a number of premises enabling us to get the meas-
r.,re of the earthquate which is today shaking the old paradigm of sovereign
order. An earthquake which touches all the elements of the old order, and
which has created open conjuncturar wherein many h;potheses exist side by side,
rrnd in which one can identiSz a number of tendencies at work. The changes
trnder way are so profound and extensive that we are not yet in a position to
identi$r directions of development with certaint;r; they do, however, permit -
in fact they demand - new parameters of analysis.

Today the first element that is obvious is that this earthquake is ?etetitori-
tliding.It shakes the old paradigm of order in its most intimate aspect: the rela-
tion to space, the Sirogression towards a space that is increasingly organised.
'['he paradigm of order is forced to come to terms with a space which lacks tra-
<litional determinations - or worse, a space that is limitless. There are three
clements which should permit us to define this breakdown and provide an
r,lrproach to a new power scenario. These are: the bomb, money, and t/tc ether.
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THE BoMB

The development of nuclear technologies is one of the elements that has laid

the basis for the present earthquake. It is to this development that we owe the

reign of terror which has maintained stabiliqr over the "thirry glorious years" of
Keynesian development; but more particularly we owe to the bomb the exten-

sion of the notion of limite? auereignty to the great majority of countries of the

world. A monopoly of legitimate physical force - this was one of the original

qualifications of sovereign5r. Today this qualification, which once included the

ability to declare war, no longer belongs to the great majority of states. Major
wars begin to become unthinkable; not, however, small wars, limited conflicts,
international policing operations, civil wars, dirty wars, guerrilla wars, etc, etc.

It was within this perspe.ti',r" that the bomb first appeared, as Giinther Anderst)
*as already pointing out in the 1950s: it was the operation of a violence thatf
was absolute, a new metaphysical horizon which deprived sovereign$r of it$
own territory and denied resistance the possibiliqr of action.

And yet this dialectic of deterritorialisation finds - or rather could find -
a limit in imperial begemony, or in the necessity of imposing a new order, of
imposing a new territorialisation on growing processes of deterritorialisation.

It tbit new hegemonic po/z really in tbe proce"t,r of formatbn? The conditions for it
are there: howerer this does not mean that this new hegemonic pole necessari-

ly h* to emerge as a sovereign continuity of the old order (the usA, for exam-

pl"); it might instead be made up of an ensemble of international powers and

organisations. The game is on, and bets - and h;rpoth€S€S - are being placed

on which tendency will eventually win.
In any event - and this is the element that I want to stress - the sovereign

monopoly of legitimate physical force (which is one of the key characteristics of the

modern concept of sovereignty), is here completely sidelined. Even in a scenario

where world hegemony was conquered by an old power Ghe USA, for example),

the content of riz sovereignqz would have to be completeV *d radically requalified:

the worldwide extension of domination modifies the form of that domination,

Imperial sovereignfz presents itself as a nucbar territorialitatbn o/ a univertal?eterrito-

rialitation: here we have a useful initial definition of imperial hegemony.

MoNEY

The construction of the porll market is a second element of the earthquaktt

which we are experiencing. This has involved, in the first place, a monetary decon-

struction of national markets, and of national and,/or regional contexts of monetary
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,'cgulation. All this began between l97l and 1975, when the USA detached gold
Irom the dollar and ended convertibiliqr, thus putling an end to a long period of
Iixed exchange rates. The end of Bretton Woods. The consequence of this was
ve{y soon revealed in the highly aleatory nature of the markets, in which mone-
tary relations found themselves subordinated to movem ents of /inancial powert . In
tlris situation national mttney tends to lose all characteristics of sovereignqz. Even
rhe dollar, which seemed to have taken on a role as a measure or "standard" of the
,rther moneys, becomes increasingly subordinated to the financial markets. And
this, paradoxically, becomes obvious with the fall of the Berlin Wall, in other
words from the moment in which - the C.old War having been uron - the USA

linds itself deprived of commrtn7 rentby its allies. A national money, with the char-
rrcteristics which it had during the period of modernit;z, is inconceivable today. At
this level too, the process of globalisation becomes a very powerful agent of radi-
,',irl transformation. With a series of dramatic consequences:

1. The impossibility of monetary regulation at the national level - whether
in Keynesian, or simply monetarist, terms;

2. The definitive undermining of all processes of welfarist interwention at
tlrc national level, and the crisis of democratic sovereignty which derives from
thzLt fact;

3. The push towards the construction of regional and multinational organ-
r:;;rtions/groupings, with the aim of building a relative resistance to the powers
,,1'finance and speculation, and thus to create new possibilities (illusions) for
l,lanning their own future;

4. The erratic emergence, in the chiaroscuro of the crisis, of certain curren-
,'rcs (dollaa Deutschmark, yen...) as imperial money,l. Here too, while modern
',.vereignfr is becoming increasingly ru2ual, and the process of global deterri-
t,r'ialisation progresses with the construction of the world market, there is a hint
,,1 ;r new possibility of teritorutli,ttttbn, whrchis unikteral - not constructed on
rr.netary values, obwiously, but solely on political values. Is this possible? What
,rlt' the real alternatives (and in what forms, and within what tirne-scale) to the
.,llirmation of the dollar (or of other currencies) as imperial money?

'l'r ni []rr rr.:rr

'l'hc lixing ol'lrrrr1,;rr:,1,,,' ,,rr,l ,1.(cncc of thal languagc, tlrc c<>nstruction olan
,,ltt,'ltiotr:tl s.ystcrrr, l,rr,l llr,' lrl.lct'liorr ,rl'<'trllrrrc n()w nl()r'c llrln cvcr ilrc thLl
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substance of sovereign prerogatives' However from now on all this is dissolved

intheairwaves.Modernsystemsofcommunicationarenotsubordinatedto
sovereignt;r: quite 

'f'" """ti"qy' 
sovereigntv is subordinated to communication'

In the field of "o-*r.ri"ition, 
the !"Ldo*". implied in the dissolution of

territorial and,/or national sovereignfr, and by the breakdown in the singu'

larised relationship ;;;"" o'd"i ""d 
tp""t] are ta.k11 to'extremes' In fact

communicatior,,. ""p"J;i;;;,".ritorialisation 
is wholly original; it no longer

merely limits or *"**J*odern sovereignty; it removes eventhe possibility of

a link between , gi'"" order and a given ti"""' Ex^ce'nt' within the completo

circularityof signs ".Jit " 
indefatigaLl" "orr'titt,'iqr 

of that circulariqr' From thil

there derives a conception of territo ry as"cbculaiory territory" and therefore tho

impossibiliqr "f "irg;iJsing 
the r"l":tion"hip of o.i"t to territory' Deterritori'

alisation is the primu-,1it""j*r"n is the fo,.,,, it' which it unstoppably manifestr

itself; and thus in ,lr. "J". 
r"nguages become functional to circulation and dia'

solve all relations J;;;";.idqr. 
"A. 

fo1 education and culture, they have no

choice but to "rbi""i 
it'"tt"i'"t to the "societ5r of the-spectacle'"

Inthisexperiencewereachanouterlimitinthedissolutionoftherelation.
ship between otd"tlJ-tp"""' hence.forth we can only view this relationship

within an other place - "r, 
i"'."*here" which is originai in being uncontainablo 

i

within the articulation of the sovereign act' I

The space of communication is completely deterritorialised. It is absolutely :

other, in relation to the residual spaces th"t J" have identified in analysing tho 
i

crisisofthethemonopolyoflegitimatephysicalforce,.andthatofthedefinition:
of monetary ,."*';;:#h"t *I h"'" t'"t" it not a residue' but a metamorphotitt :

ametamorPhosisofalltheelementsofpoliticaleconomyandtheoryoftho
state, which d".i.,r". i.om the fact that i.r" h"r" entered a phase of real 'tul',, i

,tttmptionof socieqr I*i" ""ri'al' 
In other words' communication is the form ol'

the capitalist process of priuction "t.;;t 
pointrvhere capital has conqueretl

and subject"a to it."tr the whole of society, ir, tu"l terms, globally' by suppresr'

ing any margins of alternative: if ever 
"rrhtu.rr"tive 

is to Le proposed, this will

have to be done ,;;;;;. intermediary of the sociegr of real subsumption,

and it will have ,"-[" "I"*ructed 
within it, playing ,rq r"y contradictions. The

alternative will be n"*a *i,t in the "ng1y," in i""t *ithin the "very new'"

Theimperialtendencyisalsooperationalwithintheether.onceagainthir
tendency is seen "i n.., Jight i., th"."orrti.rr"d existence of Amzrban po,ucr antl

in its expan.i"". fl;.;"";which is being created with. this breakdown of reln"

tions of sovereignql i' ""ry 
often AmeriJ"t'' Ho*"ver in none of the situationr

which we have "*Lrri.r"d"i. 
the reference to the flunction of imperial reterrito-

rialisation *or" ,rrr.a.ble than h".". u.,i;k" what is happening on the terrains ,l'

r.^-^^ "-.1 m6nev. c.ommunication is actually. rcl.tion .[production, involvirrg
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thedevelopmentofcapitaland,atthesametime'atransformationoftheforces
of productibn. This dy"""'i" produces. a powerfully open situation in which

American power "o*J. 
into cJnfrontation with the power of social subjects -

of all those who are irr"r"."irrgly actively involved in the interactive production

of communication. t., ihit plJ"i -o"" tf,att any oth-er' which. is a place of circu-

lation, imperial dominatioi over the new forms of production/communication

has proved to be uncertain'
The earthquake which has destroyed territorial and./or national sovereign-

ty i. thrr"du"p'"nd thorough-goit'g' thu space of politics becomes undefinable'

andwithinitwecan,,olo,,g""countonthefunctioningofdialecticalconnec-
tions, or even simply of functional connections. In the formal subsumption of

world space to capital there still existed intermediations which offered points of

."f..uni" to given biopolitical Processes' Today we can.consider the Fordist

p.riod ", h"J.rg b""r,'" ph.r" of trarsition (frlm formal subsumption to real

Irl..."p,i".r) ,Ithir, *hiih, littl" by little, all determinations tend to be erased'

We find ourselves fJi"S at ".pal" 
which is smooth, with occasionally a few

variously striated zones, i.p"""ih", is unified, and periodically identifiable by

the hieirchies which .o' ih.orrgh it; a space that is invested by a continuous

circulatory movement, within *hi"h one can occasionally perceive resistances'

O" "g;t, 
to put it in another way' we are living in a universal suburb' charac-

terised by variation. of .pu"d - sometimes one can identify centres' on this

desolate horizon, maybe ot'", t"yb" many' but at any event what we have here

is a power which invests a new sPace, a new power'

Obviously, our problem it io decide whether this new space is in 1!e

process of being o.gJni."d, and if it is' th^en we must describe how' How is this

new deterritorialisation expressing itself in terms of administration' I do not

.,"."..*ily think that it is possibll to 
"d.r"rr"e 

more broadly in this direction'

But it woild nevertheles. b" u.efrl to pose a number of premises, or, rather, to

anticipate an ideal typ" *hi"h might enable clarification of the road to be fol-

lowed. The Oeat typi o/ r*pir, "orlI b" useful to us. It is radically different from

the concept of i-f..i"lism (which consisted, as we have seen, in a specification

.rf .o.r"."igrrty) because the space of empire is without preconstituted determi-

nations; it is a centre which it ditlo""t"d over numbers of terrains' and which

circulates without finding obstacles. within a unified world-space, individual

states combine within fluxes and networks that are always in movement; coun-

tries exist in a context in which peace is guaranteed by a permanent and effec-

rive policy of internatiorral poli"irg. whu" this breaks down, conflicts are iso-

l:rted. [n all cases, the 
"o.reieign 

c-haracteristics of single states are weakened

.,nd recomposed within "oll..ii.r" 
functions of the market and the organisation

,rl' communication and Policing'
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Po.tt-mn)ern Deobgiat have made much of the weakening of the characteristics

of sovereignty. Th"y have also, and by the same totrren' made m""h of the new

dimensions of th" F."g-"ntary, the lo"i, 
".rd 

the particular, and the emergences of

n"* id".,titi"s (*hich h"." ,id there break the flat surface of postmoderniry)' In

my view these descriptions are not sufficient for providing an understanding of the

fundamental nature of the empire: this consists of moving beyond mere manifes-

tation of the fragmentary anJ the complex' into organising in a unitary manner

within the fragmeno.y, h,ni" th" "o-ple*, 
within the intermingling and control.

of identities. postmodJrn ideologies have made great play with a given situation of

which, up until now, they have i-rot perceived the new strrrcturing d;rnamic'

It was Foucault "ni D"I",'e who best grasped the figure of empire (con-

sidered here solely from the point of view of the construction of an ideal typ")'

The threefold model which they propose for the evolution of the political

*gi*". of modernity (fro "nniir,,'rgirn, society" to "disciplinary societ;z," to

l,.I.,t.ol society") ia"".,iin". the dynamic of weakening sovereignty within- the

transition from disciplinary .o"i"ly to the control society .- not as something

evanescent, but quite the contrary, as modernisation and optimisation' "control

socierJr,, is the framework withi, which imperial power. is deployed' In raising

the summit of command to an enormously high level, the possibility of media'-

tions in the resolution of conflicts and therefore the dynamic requalification ol:

all particularities within the process of power, becom^es very much greater'

Fo*" and discipline are thus included within politics of control.

But Iet us now take a Iook at the model of empire which Polybius con'

structed. Th" Ro*r. empire, we are told by this Greek intellectual who lived

inRome,wasasynthesisofthethreeformsofgovernmentdefinedbyclassi.
cal antiquity: the empire was monarchic with the emperor, aristocratic in tha

Senate, and democr"ti"-."prrblican in its tribune functions. And what about

today? Is what we are """i.,g 
in the organisatio" :f : new imperial power

orr"""rg"i., polybius's threefold model? Perhaps. A definitive monarchic cen'

tre, thJ "*"l,r.i'',r" 
holder of force, has not yet emerged' although one can sav

that it is increasingly identifiable in tendency. But the two other aspects of the

model required bt,h" imperial synthesis are there: on the one hand the finan'

cial aristocracy and the di.cipli.,"e which it imposes on substantial fractions ol:

overall labour power at the worldwide level; t.rd "l.o 
the republican power ol:

control, or thai disciplinary reflex which is embodied in what is left of the sin'

gle national states, ,.rd *hi"h is increasingly represented in a contractual role

in relation to the imperial authority'
The empire is thus there, just around the corner, waiting for us inexorabl.y,

as something which is already in place. As a political philosoph.y, post-moderni'

ty has b"". I w.rning sign teili.,g .rf empire * s.rl antl ina<letluate, but ef'fectivtr'
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Far stronger and more real are the warning signs that are etched in the
crises and the temporary pauses of the constitutive process of empire. Where
are they to be seen? Essentially in conflicts between orders of values and in
contradictions between procedures. Increating/y Jtrong /tybrAuatbnr become
apparent when we consider the space of the proper and the improper, of the
economic and the political, of the legal and the illegal, and when the tradition-
al considerations of law and the social (not forgetting the moral) comes up
against the spatial opening-up of empire. In the lives of states and communities
a large part of public activiqz is henceforth devoted to the resolution of these
conflicts, to the recomposition of the procedures which govern them, and thus
to the "management" of these hybrid spaces.

we clearly have to ask whether the life of empire - in this, which would
be its first real form - rather than being invoked for the solution of major
international conflicts, should not here be invoked to deal with the individual
conflicts affecting the material aspects of the existence of peoples and nations.

This now brings me to my final formulation. For me it is so fundamental that I
would be very h"ppy if it found an equal footing in ever;rthing that I have said so
[ar, even in reductive fashion - because it is no less essential. My conclusion is the
following: the breal<down of the modern relation between order and space is a rad-
ical rupture, the sign of a mutation of paradigm. What this rupture presents to crit-
ical thought and action is a nep trarucenlental of tbe political. When politics is looked
at within the dimension of empire, one can no longer conceive it in the dimension
of single national spaces. From now on, concepts of politics, sovereignt;z, Iegitima-
tion, administration etc are completely thrown into question - they 

"".td"ty g"
into crisis, they may be subject to re-arrangement, but in the long term they arealso
open to overthrow and subversion, because they no Ionger have any relation to the
old paradigm of national, international, territorial and cosmopolitical order. Today
the multinational level is played out within a space that is quasi-national. There are
no alternatives to the verticaligz of the new imperial power - the only alternatives
:rre in who will actually own imperial power (will it be the USA or a conglomerate
of different sovereign states that will take power over the empire?), o. i., th" games
that might be played in terms of transversaliqz. In any event we are already;gtt l"
there. We are citizens of this world which is preparing to make public its newinter-
rrationa] organisation - in other words tbe imperial nahre o/ tbe relatbna of ?ombu-
/roa. Whether or not one agrees with this development, we must necessarily view it
;rs inevitable, and we will have to recognise that many of the contradictions which
rlemocratic action has experienced hitherto are going to reproduce themselves on
lcrrains that are infinitely more complex. From now on power can only be looked
;rt from within the framework of this new political transcendental.

'I'nausl,n'rrl) tly IJt) Ilnrrirtrr


